CPS Conference on
Political parties: the challenge of organization and representation in a period of social and political malaise
Bologna, 10 - 11 June 2014

Aula Farneti - Dipartimento di Scienze Politiche e Sociali
Via Strada Maggiore, 45 (first floor)

Program

June 10, 3.00 p.m.

Luciano Bardi ‘Political Parties and the Hollowing of Democracy’

Justin Fisher 'An Optimist's View of Political Parties. Or Do We Suffer From a Golden Age That Never Was?'

Daniela Giannetti ‘Representation, democracy and primaries’

Luciano Fasano ‘Arlecchino servant of two masters. Principal/Agent dynamics and the crisis of legitimacy of political parties’

Gianluca Passarelli ‘The Presidentialization of Political Parties: a Theoretical and Empirical Reassessment’

Enrico Calossi ‘The (timid) emergence of individual membership in the Europarties’

h. 8.30 p.m. Dinner (restaurant to be announced)
June 11, 9.00 a.m. (same location)

**Piero Ignazi** ‘Parties’ power and legitimacy’

**Giulia Sandri** ‘Internal democratization, party membership and the consequences on party image’

**André Krouwel** ‘Transforming ideological spaces of party competition in European Democracies’

**Fabio De Nardis** ‘Which Parties for which Democracy: The Hypothesis of the Connective Social Party in a Context of Multiple and Conflictual Social Relations’

**Mauro Calise** ‘Parties without party systems. The personalisation of politics’

1 p.m./1.30 p.m. Lunch (restaurant to be announced)

June 11 3.00 p.m. (same location)

**Oreste Massari** ‘The Presidentialization of Political Parties in Italy’

**Florence Haegel** ‘Do French dominant parties share common organizational drives?’

**Juan Rodriguez Teruel** ‘Political crisis, party adaptation and party system change in Spain: a perfect storm’

**Ruud Koole** ‘Party membership 2.0 and the Changing Model of Party Organization. Impressions from the Dutch Case’

**Fulvio Venturino** ‘Local Politics and Party Democracy: How Italian Parties Select Their Candidates to City Hall’

**Aldo di Virgilio and Paola Bordandini** ‘The Italian Democratic Party at the crossroads. Evidence from the national party delegates project’

8.30 p.m. Dinner (restaurant to be announced)